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Criminal Investigator
GS-l8l  l -13

I. PRINCIPAL DUTTES AND RESPONSTBII I'I]IFS:

This position includes principal duties and responsibilities in the interrelated areas of
criminal investigations, security and law enforcement prograrn oversight, and protection.

A. Criminal Investigations: The incumbent is delegated full law enforcement and
criminal investigative authority by the Secretary, DeparEnent of Veterans Affairs in
accordance with the provisions of Title 38 USC, Chapter 9.

1. The incumbent performs felony criminal investigative duties of a diverse nature
throughout the United States, Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Philippines. This responsibility
involves the planning and coordination of criminal investigations at the various VA facilities
hnd offrces nationwide which must be legally and technically correct in accordance with local
and/or federal laws within complex and sometimes conflicting jurisdictional botrndaries. The
incumbent must be able to independently determine and interpret the following:

a. When a violation of law has been commined.

b. The statutory classification of the offense(s) as federal, state, or local.

c. Special local criminal jurisdiction agreements with state and federal law
enforcement authorities. . i

d. The legal authorig and investigative jurisdictional boundaries in each individual

' 2. Provides oversight and guidance in serious criminal investigations conducted by
local VA Police into criminal cases or other significant cases as directed by OS&LE. As an
armed criminal investigator the inspector detects criminal activity that may be part of larger
scale criminal efforts that may or may not be under investigation by other federal and/or state
law enforcement agencies. In this capacity the incumbent may be required to perform as Part
of a law enforcement task force. Law enforcement investigative activities mrrst be closely
coordinated with high level law enforcement contacts in other agencies that have an

expressed interest in a given case as it relates to investigative efforts linked to organized

criminal activity under investigation by their jurisdiction.

3. The incumbent must frequently work alone and/or in an undercover capacity
utilizing various surveillance methods to gather evidence and criminal information while
monitoring suspects. The incumbent will also be required to supervise other under cover

operatives during significant investigative activities while serving in an under cover capacity.

In all investigative assignmelts, both covert and overt the incumbent wili be expected to
work long arduous hours including nights, weekends, and holidays as the pafticular case may



dictate. The incumbent must also be available to respond in a timely manner, twenty four
hours a day, seven diys a week to any serious investigative assignment as the need arises.

4. The incumbent arrests or directs the arrest of dangerous felons, tansporting and/or
transfening custody of the arrested to the appropriate incarceration facility, and testifies on
behalf of the Government in all subsequent tials as required.

5. In performing invegtigative tasks the incumbent is required to prepare fiom start
all required investigative reports, affidavits, search and/or anest waxrants, and prosecutive
summaries.

6. The incumbent receives information concerning potential cases telephonically or
in writing, and must prioritizes investigative activity while making independent decisions so
as to determine case objectives, plans for needed staffand/or equipmen! and coordinates
with otlier jruisdictions which may be effected. The incumbent is required to make
significant independent decisions throughout the investigations that must be tecbnically
sound and legally correct

7. Investigative activities include:

a. Violations of Title l8 U.S.C. (U.S. Criminal Code)

b. Violations of Title 2l U.S.C. (U.S. Drug Laws)

c. Violations of appropriate state and local criminal laws.

8. In all cases assigned the incumbent is expected to exercise independent judgment
that fully represents top management goals andobjectives in bringing cases to a successful
conclusion.

9. The incumbent is an ofticial contact representative of the Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Security and Law Enforcement with the United States Attorneys, U.S. District
Court Judgeships, U.S. Marshals, VA Distict Counsels, as well as representatives of all
federal, statg and local law enforcement agencies in the establishment and coordination of
agreements conceming law enforcement actions,

B. Secuntv and I.aw trnforcement Program Oversight:

l. Is the Central Office, Office of Security and Law Enforcement specialist for an
assigned geographical area. Incumbent is responsible for planning, directing and
coordinating Security and Law Enforcement policies and procedures within this assigned
area and for assuring that the Secretary's responsibility for the protection of the lives of
patients, visitors and employees, and the protection of govemment properly, is fulfilled.



2. The incumbent is responsible for guiding facility Directors and Police and Security
Service Chiefs in all inatters pertaining to law enforcement physical security and emergency

situation control. The incumbent advises on security needs and problems, interprets

Departmental security guidelines, and issues instructions on methods and procedues for

application tctVA installations within the area of responsibility.. Conducts progam

orientations.for newly appointed police and security service chiefs.

3. Conducts comprehensive program inspections to determine existing law
' enforcement and physical security conditions at individual centers throughout the VA system

and evaluates their adequacy and tlie adequacy of published policies and procedures in view

of local conditions. These inspections include the areas of personnel and training, staffing

patterns, progam administation, operations, law enforcement weaPons conhol and physical

secgrity. It includes conducting a complete physical security survey. Takes prompt action to

recommend the implementation of appropriate security and law enforcement measures and

proceduies when there is an immediate need to do so. Prepares comprehensive inspective

ieports which identiff program deficiencies and make recommendations to correct those

deficiencies.

4. Evaluates requirements for communication equipment and other technical aids to

security at medical center request and prescribes types of telecommunication and

electromechanical systems which are to be employed for effective integration with medical

center security plans.

5. Is responsible for exanrining the criminal statutcs of the states within area of
jwisdiction and for coordinating with U.S. Attorneys and U.S. Disfict Courts as they pertain

to VA facilities and the assimilation of state criminal statutes under I8 U.S.C. 13.

6. During emergencies due to natural oniman-made causes, establishes contact with

the affected facilities and plans actions required to assist in secrxity and law enforcement.

Actions include making arrangements to detail VA police officers from other facilities,

accomplishing message coordination and the rendering ofpersonal emergency force

leadership at the affected facility. Is a key VA oflicial during the emergencies for effective

protectivi and recovery operations with local, state and Federal agencies. Advahces plans for

the protection of VA facilities threatened by civil disttubances, mob demonstations, riot or

other commotion are developed and installed by the incumbent

Z. Is responsible for participating in the development and presentation of both on-site

and.centralized training pro$ams for police officers and detectives and for participating in

medical center and dishict joint police/patient care stafftraining programs.

8. Insures regulatory compliance of physical security requirements to prevent loss by

burglary from bulk storage areas, robbery, offshelf theft, conspiratorial diversion and

skimming. Provides orientation and taining for qualiffing ofticials to perform conholled

substance inventories or drug loss investigations-
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9. Is responsible for maintaining liaison with each established District Security and
Law Enforcement Council within assigned area of responsibility. Also provides technical
guidance for the development ofmeaningful agenda discussions, such as loss prevention
strategy, methods to improve police operations, risk management analysis plans,
improvement of personnel performance and statistics. Reviews minutes and maintains an
administrative file for each council.

13. The incumbent serves as the Agency Technical Representative (ATR) in all
matters related to contract security operations for VA space located in the National
Capital Area and under tbe charge and contol of GSA, to include VACO. This requires
frequent contact and monitoring of contract guard operations, the design of general post
orders and the implementation security procedures to meet the Departrnenfs needs. As
the ATR the incumbent must stdy abreast of contractual obligations of both the
Department and the contractor in maintaining physical security . The
incumberit must also maintain constant contact and coordination with GSA so as to assure
timely adjustnents in operations to meet the Departrnent's changing needs orto correct
any observed deficiencies of any individual contract guard duty performance. The
incumbent also serves as a subject matter expert in the actual design of specific security
contracts, coordinating closely with bo0l the agency and GSA contract officials.

C. Protection

l. The incumbent performs activities to assure the personal safety of the Secretary of
Veterans Affairs. 

.,:
2. The incumbent conducts investigations of all possible threats against the Secretary,

both verbal and written. Reports from all soruces pertaining to threats against the Secretary
are promptly reviewed and evaluated by the incumbent to ensure that all appropriate steps are
taken by all parties concemed to make certain that the source of the threat is precluded from
suicessful completion of the threatened ac! or any other threatening act. The incumbent
determines the potential that a threat exists; determines whether there has been a possible
violation of l8 U.S.C. I l5; coordinates investigative activities as necessary with VA
facilities, other Federal law enforcement entities, and Federal prosecutors, and brings the
matter to resolution. These investigations may require personal field investigation by the
incumbent and./or they may require coordination and supervision of a team investigative
effort.

3. In cases where there is a perception that the Secretary might be exposed to a
potentially hostile environment" the incumbent assumes a close proximity posture in order to
assure the safety of the Secretary.

4. The incumbent conducts advance physical security surveys to help ensure that the
Secretary operates and functions in as secure an environment as is feasible in a given
situation These advance physical security surveys may be conducted in the Washington,
D.C. metropolitan area or in an area requiring travel. If there are multiple sites where these



surveys must be accomplished there may be extensive travel involved. Occasionally, the
incumbent may need to travel outside of the United States to facilitate the coordination of
advance physical security surveys. The incumbent must effectively coordinate all advance
physical security surveys with any Federal, state and/or municipal law enforcement agency
that has a vested ipterest in the overall physical security plan in any given prot€ctive
environment scenario.

5. In order to accomplish the protective mission, the incumbent must be prepared to
respond on very short notice at any hour of the day or night to a protective environment
situation, to include local'and intacity travel.

6. The incumbent responds immediately to the "panic" alarms located in suite of
Secretary at VA Central Office. The incumbent must maintain a state ofreadiness in orderto
affect an armed and othenvise properly equipped response in a rapid manner. In this
situationthe incumbent must be prepared to confront and defi:se a potentially volatile
situation in which an antagonist, quite possibly mentally deranged and quite possibly armed,
has gained a degree of proximity to the Secretary's offrce compound.'

7. The incumbent must be knowledgeable of those federal statutes applicable to the
protection of the Secretary of the Departrnent pertaining to both physical assault and verbal
or written threat.

8. Reports from the field pertaining to threats against any protectee of the United
States Secret Service or any protectee or instirution protect'ed by the FBI or any other law
enfoicement entity are promptly reviewed to make certain that timely notification is made to
the affected agency.

9. The incumbent is sworn as a Deputy [iJnited States Marshal for the expressed
purpose of protecting the Secretary and must attain and maintain a degree of firearms
prbficiency to ensure continuation of this status..

III. OTHER SIGMFICANT.FACTS OR EXPERIENCE

a. The incumbent has, through formal education, training and experience, attained
proficiency in the skills, knowledge and abilities required in gathering and preservihg
evidence, questioning witnesses and principals and preparing reports of crimina!
investigation. Is accomplished in community relations and can exercise a high degree of skill
in meeting and dealing with physically and mentally ill persons, visitors, employees, vendors,
juveniles; unruly persons, misdemeanants and felons. Incumbents law enforcement and legal
skills include accurate knowledge of the rules of search and seizure, obtaining of search
warrants, advising the arested of their constitutional rights, the transferring of anested
persons to appropriate authorities for detention, and the techniques of countering drug abuse
and illegal traffrc.



b. The incumbent is frequently required to make judgmental decisions on policy and
regulatory interpretations in daily contacts with facility management and police and security
service chiefs and is available for consultation in resolving controversial issues.

c. The incumbent must be able to deal diplomatically and effectively with high cabinet level
officials and exercise extensive independent judgment when operating in this environment.

d. The incumbent must display initiative and resourcefulness at all times and bear full
responsibility for all decisions made and all actions taken.

e. The incumbent has considerable knowledge ofjudicial systems (Federal and state), the
Federal administrative hearing system, and legal aspects of arrest, and the statutory authority
which is vested with Federal personnel on Federal property.

f. The incumbent is empowered by the Secretary of Veterans Affairs to bear firearms while in

the performance of security and law enforcement activity. REPLACE WITH:

f1^,o tr'rrtwnl>e'nt ta, entpotvere&W t1^2/DAs/D(rochr, Offira/ of Ser,urirty q/nd., Z\
L an t ndor ce,rn ent ( O S €4 LE ), tc b"M f lrur mA. whil,a aa*t4nnfl a.y a/ G S - 1 8 1 1 

UC r tuui,naL I rwofr4,ator w illn i,w O S & LE.

g. The incumbent must maintain a high standard of physical condition, enabling him/her to

work long hours under adverse conditions. ADD: fhe tnrtml>ent w,t"t c4lpWq w

pVyti"Cal/ an drprydnOlngi,CAlt a,t4"/t*WLe'nt CW a.w a.,r't'v't owf,tlrs'iS. (A

h. The incumbent must be available on short notice to work the odd hours and the extended
days necessary to accomplish law enforcement and protective activities.

i. Travel required in accomplishment of responsibility may exceed 40% of the normal work
period.

j. ADD: t'l*pglnw w Wert ta w Top Se,ore,t Cl*nra'nret amd, ra.nd,om
drugte'rfingr. g
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POSITION DESCRIPTTON

Training Specialist
GS-l712-13

INTROI'UCTION

The incumbent serves at the VA Law Enforcement Training Center (LETC) located on the North
Little Rock Campus of the Cental Arkansas Veterans Healthcare Systern. The VA LETC is the
national training center for a[[ law enforcernent training within the Department of Veterans
Affairs and United States Air Force civilian law enforcement personnel. Additionally, the VA
LETC is a Franchise Fund activity and, as such, provides law enforcement training for other
Federal law enforcement agencies.

MAJOR DUTIES AI\ID RESPONSIBILITTES

A. Course Development: Incumbent performs work in the development of courses for training
prograrns. Devises original course plans and designs for the basic concepts of the course.
Courses are unusually broad and higNy complex. Courses may be in newly emerging or rapidly
changing areas, are highly innovativq and require extensive knowledge in the field.

B. Course Evaluation: Performs work associated with the evaluation of course in training
programs. The incumbent evaluates national curicula and troubleshooting duties frequently
required providing problem-solving assistance to and technical review and leadership over, other
employees or other facets of the VA Law Enforcement Training Center's national training
programs- Resolves problems which are often controversial, complicated or set general
precederrt; negotiates or coordinates matters of considerable consequence or affect prominent
and fundamental policy issues in a specific subject matter fields related to the training of Federal
law enforcement personnel. The incumbent performs duties involving the instruction of training
courses or the modification of course content and/or materials.

C. Training Course Detivery: Instruct courses in a Program of [nstruction. Serves as technical
expert in broad, complex law enforcement related subject area. lnstructor designs, develops,
revises, and conducts courses cornparable to graduate school levels. Courses are unusuallybroad
and higlly complex and frequently are in newly emerging or rapidly changing areas of Federal
law enforcement.

D. Course Modification: Performs work involving modification of training courses. Incumbent
is responsible for modification of higbly complex curricula- Courses usually cover subject areas
for which there is an abundance of source information; however, the information may be
scattered, unorganized and require supplemental research, coordination an adaptation. The

Page l of5
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position has national responsibility for modification of training program curricnla. Courses are
highly complex and may be in newly emerging law enforcement related fields. Reference
sources and materials are often nonexistent or obsolete, requiring the instructor to carry out
course-related subjects and/or coordinates activities involving law enforcernent programs of
instnrction.

E. Conducts Studies and Analyses: Incumbent studies and analyses in functional specialty or
subject mafter areas. Determines the need for and generates surveys and shrdies. lndependently
plans and carry out projects through to their conclusion with lirnited review and input from
Academic Programs Division Chief and Deputy Director of LETC. Projects have a significant
irnpact on a broad segment of Staff and Student body in the VA LETCs kaining programs.
Products rnay radically change training content and/or education and training techniques and
rnethods used in teaching certain law enforcement related subjects to specific segments of the
student population. The incumbent is reoognized as an authorized consultant for planning and
developing new law enforcernent training pfilgrams, evaluating results and using the findings in
planning, developing and installing new or rnodified progftuns. Resolves matters which are often
controversial, cornplicated or set general precedence for VA law enforcsrnent operations.

F. Coordination Activities: Incumbent performs work related 3o coordinating projects for the
developrnent and irnplernentation of training courses and course rnaterials. Oversees, coordinates
and evaluates overall law enforcernent training and educational program activities of the various
components of the VA LETC and their implernantation. Coordinates and negotiates matters of
considerable consequence, resolves rnatters which are often controversial, complicated or set
general precedent, or affect prominent and fundamental policy issues in the VA law enforcement
subject-matter fields, Establish and maintain professional contacts with leading practitioners,
researchers, and others in Federal law enforcement education and training institutions, research
organizations, and private industry.

G. Special Agent: The incurnbent is authorized to conduct investigations of serious crimes at
VA faciiities. During investigations of serious crirninal incidents, tbe incumbent is expected to
continue irregular duty horrs either at LETC and/or at other locations, i.e. Federal and/or local
police agencies, court, and other facilities. lncumbent must rnaintain proficiency and
qualifications on all are assigned departmental weapons as set forth by VA Directives. The
incurnbent will be periodically detailed to the Director of Police Service to assist in but not
lirnited to assisting in program inspections, protection details for the Sccretary and/or Deputy
Secretary of the VA, being detailed during a natural disaster where additional Law Enforcement
Personnel are required.

Performs all other related duties as assigned.

8 /15
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FACTOR LEVEL DESCRIPTIONS

Factor l, Knowledge Required by the Position
The incumbent must have an extensive knowledge of concepts, principles and methods of
training current practices in basic and advanced criminal investigations as wetl as law
enforcement practices and procedures. The incumbent must be knowledgeable of the rules,
procedure and /or operations in raining development to perforrn a wide variety of intenelated or
nonstandard procedural assignments and to resolve a wide range of problerns. Applies skills
gained through developmental experience or relevant graduate study in applying training
dcvelopment principles and techniques in a specialized area.

Factor 2, Supervisory Controls
The supervisor sets overall program objectives and resources available, and cotlaborates in
developing deadlines and approaches to unusual or particularly sensitive program and/or
individual situation problems. The ernployee exercises judgment in planning and carrying out
assignments, The work is reviewed in terms of fulfillment of assignment objectives.

Factor 3, Guidelincs
Guidelines consist of Departrnent policies, standards, regulations and statement of goals antl
objectives. These guidelines are very broad and often require adaptation or modification to a
wide range of National Policy or other VA installation settings. The incumbent exercises a great
deal of personal judgment and discretion with broad latihrde for the development, interpretation,
and application of facility and computer initiatives.

Factor 4, Complexity
Performs complete assignments individually or as a team leader involving a wide variety of
duties, employing a broad range of fact-finding and analytical techniques, and requiring
decisions in interpreting varied and complex facfual situations in the context of the requirements
of applicable laws, regulations, or policies. Assignments are to solve highly complex problems
including rapidly changing conditions requiring consideration of changes in a short period of
time, precedent setting issues, in-depth analysis of highly complex organizations, dealing with
powerful organizations such as unions that challenge facts, dispute methods, etc., and dealing
with problems that have been particularly resistant to solutions in the past. Decisions are
complex and difficult due to major areas of uncertainty due to complexity of organizations
served, innovative application of new techniques, and technologies to current.and projected
training or development needs, ambiguity of conditions, conflicting laws, precedents, etc.

Factor 5, Scope and Effect
The work involves the establishment of training development management criteria, the
formulation of special studies/projects, the assessment of program effectiveness, or the study and
anaiysis of unusual arrd difficult problerns or issues. Additionally, the work also concerns
resolving sensitive problerns and issues, and developing new methods, procedures, and processes

Page 3 of 5
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where none previously existed. Decisions, findings, and recommendations are of major
significance to top management and oflen sert/e as the basis for new law enforcement trdining
development systems, policies, regulations, or progr:uns, and the well being of significant
numbers of people. The work performed has a direct impact on the effectiveness and efficiency
of agency operations and the ability of fire agency to meet its mission goals.

Factor 6, Personal Contacts
The incumbent must perform and interact with individuals in a wide arena of Federal, State, and
Local government officials, as well as officials frorn private industry when developing
specialized programs. Personal contacts include but not limited to; interaction with VA Central
Office (VACO) officials, Irspectors for Field Operation, Congressional Representatives, United
States Attorneys, Special Agents for the FBI, DEA, and Secret Service, as well as local law
enforcernent officials. These contacts also include interaction with offrcials from contractors and
security firms that have contracts with VA.

Factor 7, Purpose of Contacts
The purpose of contacts is to present, justify and defend LETC Facility to VA management in
the area of responsibility as well as to VACO officials. During lnvestigations, Protection Details,
and/or National Disa-sters the incumbent seeks to establish effective working relationships with
officials of other agencies, in which may require persuasive and/or negotiation tactics.

Factor 8, Physical Demands
This work requires walking, standing, bending, sifting and carrying of small packages or
containers. Travel to field locations to coordinate training activities may be involved, Work may
also involve physical gxertion while demonstrating a variety of law enforcement techniques and
methods. These incumbent conducts security surveys and inspcctions which requires crawling in
unusually confined building areas. The incurnbent can be called upon to assist rnedical
emergency tearns with heavy equipment and carrying an unconscious or a collapsed patient.
Incumbent may be called upon to defend thernselves and rnembers of staff, patients or the public
agains t physical attack,

Factor 9, Work Environment
The normal work place is an office, classroom, and inside andlor outside facility areas. Position
duties will require exposure to varying clirnate and environmental conditions, both cold and
warm weather conditions and/or exposure to high levels of noise and dangerous substances.
There is the potential for dangerous situations to occw at VA facilities where the incumbent can
be detailed; to perform assigned duties.

10 t15
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Other Significant Facts

The sensitivity lwel of the position is High Risk. The selcctee must meet appropriate clearancerequirement.

A physical examination is required prior to employment.
The incumbent willbe requirod to have an annual phpical.

This position is likely to require frequent travel. ovemight travel maybe as high as 50o/o.
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POSITION EVALUATION

Trainlng Specialist
GS-l712-r3

Backgrouud: New dwelopmental PD *t4040-0, GS-12 target 13 is submitted for classification
review and to establish. The GS-012 position is developrnental to thc full perforrnance level of
GS-13.

References: (a) OPM Position Classification Flysheet forTraining Instuction Series, CS-1712,
TS-104 May l99l: (b) OPM Grade Level Guide for lrsbuctional Work, TS-90 March 1989.

Series and Title Determination: The incumbent sewes at the VA Law Enforcement Training
Center (LETC) located on the North Little Rock Camprs of the CAVHS. The VA LETC is the
national training center for all law enforcement training within the Department of Veterans
Affairs and Untied States Air Force civilian law enfirrcenent personnel. Additionally, the VA
LETC is a Franchise Fund activity and, as such provides law enforcement training for other
Federal law enforcemerrt agencies.

Cource Developmenfi Performs work in the developrnent of courses firr training programs.
Devises original course plans and designs for the basic coneepts ofthe course- Courses are
unusually broad and highly complex.

Course Evaluation: Performs work associated wittt the evaluation of course in taining
programs. Evaluates national curricula and troubleshooting duties frequently required prnviding
problem-solving assistance to and technical review and leadership over, other employees or other
facets of the VA Law Enforcernent Training Center's national training programs. Resolves
problerns that ore conffoversial, complicated or set gcneral precedent; negotiates or coordinates
matters of considerable consequence or affect prominent and fundamental policy issues in a
specifc subject matter fields related to the training of Federal law enforcement personnel.

Training Course Delivery: Instnrct courses in a Program of Instnrction. Serves as technical
expert in broad, complex law enforcement related subject area. Designs, develops, revises, and
conducts course comparable to graduate school levels.

Course Modification: Perfomrs work involving modification to trainingcourse. Responsible for
modification of higlrly complex curricula The position has national responsibility for
modification of training progra$ curricula. Reference soruces and materials are oftcn
nonexistent or obsolete, requiring the instructor to carry out cours€-related subjects and/or
coordinates activities involving law enforcernent programs of instruction.
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Conducts Studie$ and Analyses: Snrdies and anallaes in functional specialty or subject matter
areas, Determines the need for and generates surveys and studies. Projects have a significant
impact on a broad segment of Staffand Snrdent bodyin the VA LETC's training programs. The
incumberrt is recognized as an authorized consultant for plarrning and developing new law
enforcqnerrt training progtiuns. Evaluating results and using the findings in planning,
developing, and insall new or modifi€d programs.

Coordination Activities: Performs work related to coordination projects for the developmerrt
and irnplementation of taining cours€s and course materials. Oversees, coordinates and
evaluates overall law enforcement training and educational program activitics. Coordinates and
negotiates matters of considemble consequence, resolves matters which ale often controversial,
complicated or set general precedent, or affcct prominent and fundamental policy issues in the
VA law enforcernent subject-maner fields.

Special Agent The incumbent is authorized to conduct investigatiors of serious crimes at VA
facilities. The incumbent is expected to continue inegular duty hours either at LETC and/or at
other locations, i.e., Federal and/or local police agencies, court, and other facilities. The
incurnbent will be periodically detailed to the Director of Police Service to assist in but not
limited to assisting in program inspeclions, protection details for the Secretary and./or Deputy
Security of &e Vd being detailed during a natural disaster where additional Law Enforccment
Personnel are required.

Referenced (a) series covers positions concerned with administration, supervisiorq training
program development, evaluatiorg or irstruction in a program of raining whenthe paramount
requirement of the work is a cornbination ofpractical knowledge of the methods and techniques
of instruction and practical knowlcdge of the subject-matter beiug taugbt. Positions in this serics
do not have either a paramount requircrneat of professional krowledge and taining in the field
of education, or mastery of a trade, craft, or laboring occupation.

It is deterrrined that rnost appropriate series for this position is that of the GS-1712 Training
Instnrction Series, and is evaluated by ref€rence (b) Grade Level Guide for Instructional Work.
Training Specialist is the title for nonsupervisory.positions the primarily involve development or
evaluation of Eaining materials.

Based on the above, the appropriate title and series is Training Specialist, GS-1712.

Grade Level Determination: Non-supervisory positions classified to the GS-1712 Series are
two grade intewal positions and evaluated by reference to the Grade Level Guide for
Instructional Work. Part II of the guide covers specialist work such as training needs
assessmentq development of courses and evaluation of training programs. The guide provides
general grade level criteria in a narative format and addresses both the Nature of the Assignment
and the Level of Respon$ibility.
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Nature of Assignment This f,actor encompasses such aspects as the knowledge, skill, and ability
required to perform the work, a.d the complexity and difficulty of the duties and responsibilities
assigned.

At this level, tlr specialist must have extensive knowledge of concepts, principles and methods
of haining current practices in basic and advanced criminal investigations as well as law
enforcement practices and procedures. Knowlcdge of rules, procedures and/or operations in
training dwelopment to perfomr a wide variety of interrelated or nonstandard procedrrral
assigrrurents and to resolve a wide range ofproblerns.

Perforins complee assigrrmants individually or as a teasr leader involving a wide variety of
duties, employing a broad Eurge of fact-finding and analytical techniques, and requiring
decisions in interpreting varied and complex factual situations in the context of the requireinents
of applicable laws, regulations, or policics. Assigrrments are to solve higlrly complex probleurs
including rapidly changing conditions requiring consideration of changes in a short period of
time, precedent setting issues, in-depth analysis of higtrly complex organizations, dealing with
powerful organizations such as unions tlrat challenge facts, dispute methods, etc. Decisions are
complex and difficult due to major areas of uncertainty due to complexity of organizations
serve4 innovative application of nerv tecbniEres, and technologies to curr€.nt and projected
kaining or development needs, conflicting laws, precedents, €tc.

Level of Responsibility: This factor includes such things as indcpendence (e.g., the degree to
which work and decisions are supervised or reviewed); the extent to which guidelines for the
work are available or must be developedi and the kinds of contacts required to perform the work.

At this level, the supervisory will sct the overall prcgram objectives and resources available. The
incumbent and supervisory collaborates in developing deadlines and approaches to unusual or
particularly sensitive program and/or individual sinration problems. The incumbent
indcpendently carry projecs through to theirconclusion. The work is reviewed in terrns of
fu lfi llment of assi gnment objectives.

Guidelines coruist of DeparUnetrt policies, standards, regulations and statsmcnt of goals and
objectives. The incumbent exercises a great deal of personal judgment and disczetion with broad
latirude for the danelopment, interpretation, and application of facility and computer initiatives,
The incumbent perfonn and interact with individuals I a wide arena of Federal, State, and Local
government officials, as well as officials from private indusbry when developing specialized
programs. These contacts also include interaction with offrcials from contractors and securiry
firms that have contracts with VA.

Classification Conclusion: This position is properly classified as Training Specialisg
63-1712-12.

ELSA Determination: The position meets the eremption criteria as defined in 5CFR, Part 551
and subsequent guidance and is therefor€ determined to be FLSA exempt.
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